ELEMENTARY OPTIONS

If Elementary Schools are to be part of Phase 2 of the
Capital Plan, what should be the focus of improvements?
Please rank highest (1) to lowest (5).
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Focus on renovations to be able to upgrade a
greater number of schools.

Replace buildings at the top of the priority list
(Approximately $30m per building)
Focus on Systems Improvements (Air
Conditioning. Roofs. Electrical. etc.) only for
elementary schools in this phase.
Elementary schools should not be prioritized over
high schools in Phase 2.

Funding should be distributed so that all areas of
the District benefit
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ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

Please provide anv additional comments or suggestions for
Phase 2 of the Facilities Master Plan.
As this plan Is shared It would to know what the problems
are in simple terms. i.e. foundation crumbling, roof caving,
heat not working etc

Please prioritize high schools so that every student in the
school district sees the benefits over time.

Prioritizing Improvement options over replacement options
where feasible, both to keep costs lower (thus allowing for
more improvements) and to cause less disturbance to
students/communities

If you let the Indoor pool shutdown. no students from
Kllbourne or Thomas will have a place to swim.

This should only be school buildings Improvements, not
WEC or for any sports improvements What% does the state
provide (dollar amount) us for new schools? Thomas should
be top pick

Please consider eliminating the classrooms In the basement
atTWHS.
None. thank you for the opportunity to provide Input. I was
disappointed that questions were not shared at the end of
the presentation.
While I do agree that Thomas worthing ton needs
replacements and renovations, I do not think renovating
WKHS should be prioritized over the older elementary
schools improvements or replacements.

Invest money in ways that will highlight our community as
families school shop. We are competing with other districts
in Columbus and we should invest our money to be at the
top. not to "get close."

ADDITK)NAL COMMENTS

Please provide anv additional comments or suggestions for
Phase 2 of the Facilities Master Plan.
Whatever you do, do not redistrict!

Do NOT include changing boundary lines as part of Phase 2
of the Facilities Master Plan. If the 23 North Corridor is
redistricted, we will lobby all the neighborhoods Impacted to
vote "NO" for the next operating levy and bond.

Do not Include changing boundary lines as part of phase 2
of the facilities master plan. If the 23 N. Corridor is
redistricted, we will lobby all of the neighborhoods Impacted
to vote no for the next operating Levy and bond.

Replacing/ relocating CHES would change the nature of
the school and the community it serves. It's location may not
be the most Ideal (for busses, etc), but the connection to
nature and overall walkability is a rare asset. I support reno
only.

An indoor training center would be accessible to more of the
community during the day while providing a unique
advantage to our student-athletes. Hosting events at the
training center would provide revenue to offset operating
costs.

Reduce scope to maximum extent possible and focus on
achieving minimum Improvements necessary at lowest cosL

Please no redistributing of schools, especially elementary
that can hurt property values.

Thank you for preserving the historical integrity of KMS.
History and community location are very important
especially with schools like Colonial Hills Elementary.

I hope the high schools, Thomas In particular, will be the
focus of Phase 2 as discussed when Phase 1 began.
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ADDITK)NAL COMMENTS

Please provide anv additional comments or suggestions for
Phase 2 of the Facilities Master Plan.
Please do not Include changing boundary lines as part of
Phase 2 of the Facilities Master Plan. Redistricting will hurt
votes for the next operating levy and bond as It will hurt
votes, and many neighbors have expressed deep concern
and would vote no

I do not support restricting the elementary schools. I would
not vote In favor of Levy's if this happened.

Colonial hills should remain at the current location. While
being replaced. can w e partner with boundless to use their
empty spaces for the year?

No redistricting homes under Absolutely ANY
circumstances. Children have endured enough change and
hardship to be ripped from a school and friends.

Do not include changing boundary lines as part of Phase 2
of the Facilities Master Plan. Redistricting will hurt votes for
the next operating levy and bond. Worthington schools will
lose students to private school and state funding will
diminish

Phase 2 is asking a lot of the same questions that were
already answered by voters in phase 1. It's frustrating that
components of phase 1 were approved without a plan. like
the field house at Thomas. That was a selling point for many
voters.

It Is time for the High Schools to be Improved and also a new
Colonial Hills Elementary School on the Bounless property

Very curious about what will happen to the existing Colonial
Hills Bementary. It's a beloved school in an ideal setting.

High school options did NOT include a Thomas/Kilbourne
combined priority. This is a glaring omission.

ADDITK)NAL COMMENTS

Please provide anv additional comments or suggestions for
Phase 2 of the Facilities Master Plan.
none

seeking 100 million in phase 2 is the most financially efficient
but requires In depth education of the voters to understand
the advantages.

I believe that TWHS needs to be a priority in Phase 2.1 agree
that athletic facilities district wide need improvement but I
don't feel that It can be prioritized over learning spaces.

Thomas Worthington serves the most students and should
be prioritized as such, impacting the most students.

The primary focus should be creating a safe and supporting
environment for academics, with the secondary focus on
extracurricular facilities and spending.

The renovations at TWHS should be priority #1 !The Initial
Phase 1 evaluation of TW noted numerous major health and
safety Issues, and none have yet been addressed! TW
students and staff deserve a safe/healthy building!

I have favored more funding and more
renovations/replacements; this may be too large an "ask"
right now. If funding was less than 100M over 5 years, I'd
favor putting it into elementary schools.

N/A
"Do not Include changing boundary lines as part of Phase 2
of the Facilities Master Plan. Redistricting will hurt votes for
the next operating levy and bond Woods of JOS
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ADDITKJNAL COMMENTS

Please provide anv additional comments or suggestions for
Phase 2 of the Facilities Master Plan.
The high schools are quickly going to be overwhelmed by
the increasing students populations (and TW already is).
While money should not necessarily be prioritized for HS but
money should be used to figure out how to accommodat for
this student Influx

A Indoor training facility with a track would benefit all of the
high schools sports greatly

Kllbourne high school does not need any rennocvatlons. We
already have an indoor pool no need for that. We need an
Indoor training facilltle for Indoor track and other winter
sports

I will not vote for any levy as long as this school board
prioritizes social activism.
Build indoor track because it would benefit everyone. ltd
bring In money from us hosting Indoor meets
A training center would impact children of all ages and
senior adults in our district The pool is important for a few
teams but you should explore other options for this.
I am concerned with the direction the school board it trying
to take the school district I reject the premise that
Worhington is a racist community and as long as the school
board supports and is pushing social activism I will not
support any levy.

I do not support/would actively oppose any levy that
includes boundary changes to neighborhoods in the 23
corridor. The community made Its priorities clear &
sacrificed K-6 for 30+ yr ties to home elementary schools.
No tweaking along the margins!

No comments
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ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

Please provide anv additional comments or suggestions for
Phase 2 of the Facilities Master Plan.
I think we should look to Improve and upgrade the essential
maintenance needed to improve the buildings without
building a new high school at Thomas. The athletic practice
field into be upgraded and possible practice turf fields and
each high school

Health and safety measures must be a priority

Do not waste money on athletic facilities used by the few.
focus on the schools themselves. I will be livid should money
be wasted on pools and practice fields. Fix what's wrong
first

This Is a lot of money to be spending. Seems like there are a
lot of "wants" versus "needs" in some of these plans. For
example, we don't have to have turf practice fields - we
have plenty of grass space. Please focus on NEEDS of the
schools.

N/A

This survey was not well promoted within the district I only
learned about it last night on a Wolves. Inc. call. The district
should have distributed this survey through the school email
lists to ensure broad participation.

Our taxes are already extremely high. Tread with caution
and be reasonable. Not everything needs to be perfect and
fancy.

Athletic facilities are among most used parts of buildings
and facilltes (gyms=all school day plus all evening, all
weekends). We are under supply in good recreational fields.
gyms and extra curricular spaces for our kids for this
community.
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Scenario Types, Beneﬁts & Challenges

ES Scenarios

HS Scenarios

Beneﬁts
less
costly/school

determining
where
colonial hills
is reno'd

doing es now will
keep desire for HS
renovations in the
forefront for PH3

Challenges
determining
where
colonial hills
is reno'd

community
may have
expectation of
doing HS's in
PH2

Beneﬁts
Survey
seems to
lean to HS
ﬁrst

more
buildings
can be
reno'd

es sites are
large
enough to
build on site

Make sure Slate
Hill and Park are
inlcuded in the
"conversations"

high school
renovations
eﬀect more of
everyone in the
community

may be able to
address
redistricting
with es
capacity

Improve many
students
which impact
many families

overcoming the
perception that
some
improvements are
made but not
seen

expectation of
community
was that HS's
were being
done in PH2

many voters
children may not get
to experience the
beneﬁts ny the time
construction is
complete

impacts
more of the
population

ES/HS Hybrid Scenarios

More
bang for
buck

Challenges

More
students
benﬁt from
dollars at HS

consider hybrid
with TWHS and
elementaries on
West side of
river

go big on
HS and
Elem wait
till phase 3
can show how
the district and
community
chose to spend
their tax dollars

Wish more
community
members
inut

same students
impacted by
the
consturction
process

WHEN will
Elementary
be done if
do HS now

Beneﬁts

Challenges

Throw in ONE
Elementary in
addition to
HS. Go Big

more costly for
only two schools:
exhausts all
money at once on
two buildings

ﬁx most
problematic
sites

keeps
portables
on ES
campuses

can focus
on the
highest
priorities

puts money at most
aﬄuent sites when
looking at most
need; may be
harder to pass levy

improve
safety

can replace
portables with
permanent
space

Community Enhancement Scenarios
Beneﬁts

Support Facility Scenarios
Challenges

Funding Level Scenarios

Beneﬁts

Beneﬁts

Challenges

accessible
to larger
community

takes away
from
schools

could provide
more punctual
arrival for
bussed
students

no direct
contact with
students;
money should
go to students

be sure we are
clear on language
regarding
diﬀerence in
repair and
replaace

costs will go
down in a
couple years
for
construcction

could
possibly
generate
revenue

would be
diﬃcult to get
community
support

keeps those
buildings
maintained because
eventually they will
need renovations

diﬃcult for
community
to support

better to
have pool
and school
separate

form joint
rec district
for pool by
itself

remove the
need to rent
these types of
spaces in
other towns

Extra-curricular is
essential, but that
should come after
the schools' FCI's
are above a
certain number.

helps support
buildings without
a permanent
improvement levy

makes more
of an impact
at higher
levels

asking for higher
funding level now
because there
is no guarantee of
what future
econony holds

creates a
draw to
worthington

get higher
amount now
since future
is unknown

Challenges
lower funding
level so that
phase 3 can
be done

ES Scenarios
Beneﬁts
less
costly/school

determining
where
colonial hills
is reno'd

doing es now will
keep desire for HS
renovations in the
forefront for PH3

Challenges
determining
where
colonial hills
is reno'd

more
buildings
can be
reno'd

es sites are
large
enough to
build on site

Make sure Slate
Hill and Park are
inlcuded in the
"conversations"

may be able to
address
redistricting
with es
capacity

Improve many
students
which impact
many families

overcoming the
perception that
some
improvements are
made but not
seen

impacts
more of the
population

can replace
portables with
permanent
space

many voters
children may not get
to experience the
beneﬁts ny the time
construction is
complete

community
may have
expectation of
doing HS's in
PH2

HS Scenarios
Beneﬁts
Survey
seems to
lean to HS
ﬁrst

More
bang for
buck

More
students
benﬁt from
dollars at HS

go big on
HS and
Elem wait
till phase 3

high school
renovations
eﬀect more of
everyone in the
community

expectation of
community
was that HS's
were being
done in PH2

Challenges

can show how
the district and
community
chose to spend
their tax dollars

improve
safety

consider hybrid
with TWHS and
elementaries on
West side of
river

Wish more
community
members
inut

more costly for
only two schools:
exhausts all
money at once on
two buildings

keeps
portables
on ES
campuses

same students
impacted by
the
consturction
process

WHEN will
Elementary
be done if
do HS now

ES/HS Hybrid Scenarios
Beneﬁts
Throw in ONE
Elementary in
addition to
HS. Go Big

ﬁx most
problematic
sites

can focus
on the
highest
priorities

Challenges
puts money at most
aﬄuent sites when
looking at most
need; may be
harder to pass levy

Community Enhancement Scenarios
Beneﬁts

Challenges

accessible
to larger
community

takes away
from
schools

could
possibly
generate
revenue

would be
diﬃcult to get
community
support

remove the
need to rent
these types of
spaces in
other towns

Extra-curricular is
essential, but that
should come after
the schools' FCI's
are above a
certain number.

creates a
draw to
worthington

Support Facility Scenarios
Beneﬁts

Challenges

could provide
more punctual
arrival for
bussed
students

no direct
contact with
students;
money should
go to students

keeps those
buildings
maintained because
eventually they will
need renovations

diﬃcult for
community
to support

helps support
buildings without
a permanent
improvement levy

Funding Level Scenarios
Beneﬁts
be sure we are
clear on language
regarding
diﬀerence in
repair and
replaace

costs will go
down in a
couple years
for
construcction

better to
have pool
and school
separate

form joint
rec district
for pool by
itself

makes more
of an impact
at higher
levels

asking for higher
funding level now
because there
is no guarantee of
what future
econony holds

get higher
amount now
since future
is unknown

Challenges
lower funding
level so that
phase 3 can
be done

